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Abstract—Power consumption and the thermal wall have
become the major factors limiting the speed of very-large-scale
integration (VLSI) circuits, while interconnect is becoming a
primary power consumer. These factors bring new demands on
the communication architecture of system-on-chips (SoCs). High
bandwidth is desired to enhance parallelism for better performance, and the power efficiency on this bandwidth is critical to
the overall SoC power consumption. Current bus architectures
such as AMBA, Coreconnect, and Avalon are convenient for
designers but not efficient on power. This paper proposes a
physical synthesis scheme for on-chip buses and bus matrices to
minimize the power consumption, without changing the interface
or arbitration protocols. By using a bus gating technique, data
transactions can take shortest paths on chip, reducing the power
consumption of bus wires to minimal. Routing resource and
bandwidth capacity are also optimized by the construction of
a shortest-path Steiner graph, wire sharing among multiple data
transactions, and wire reduction heuristics on the Steiner graph.
Experiments indicate that the gated bus from our synthesis
flow can save more than 90% dynamic power on average data
transactions in current AMBA bus systems, which is about
5–10% of total SoC power consumption, based on comparable
amount of chip area and routing resources.
Index Terms—Algorithm, communication graph, data throughput, physical synthesis, power efficiency, Steiner graph.

I. Introduction
S THE FEATURE size of process technology scales
down, system-on-chips (SoCs) are capable of integrating
more components and gaining higher complexity. Since clock
frequency on single components is reaching a limit due to
power and thermal limitations, better performance will be
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mostly exploited through parallelism [1], [3]. As a result, two
factors determine that on-chip communication architectures are
becoming a critical aspect in future systems. First, the communication latency and bandwidth among system components
may become a bottleneck of performance. Second, the percentage of power consumed on inter-component communications
in the whole system power has scaled up to a significant level
[9], [13], [15].
Industrial on-chip bus standards include AMBA [29], [31],
CoreConnect [30], Avalon [32], and so on. These existing
standards can provide an interface for IP developers and
a communication solution for system designers. Compared
to the network-on-chip [10] type of communications, buses
are small on silicon footprint, fast in terms of latency, and
easy to implement. Moreover, the implementations can be
reconfigured according to specific applications, enabling
designers to apply various optimizations for best performance
on available resources.
The advantages of simplicity make buses popular in industrial SoC designs. However, current bus architectures are not
power efficient on transferring data through bus lines. And
since this part of power is scaling up as technology advances
[13], it becomes a necessity to introduce physical level optimization on bus synthesis to minimize the power consumed
by inter-component communication on bus lines. When high
bandwidth is required on these buses, wire efficiency may also
become low, which ultimately limits the system bandwidth
capacity and performance.
We propose a physical synthesis scheme for on-chip buses
to eliminate the disadvantages in existing bus architectures,
but not to change the existing protocols and component
interfaces. Based on shortest-path Steiner graphs, efficiency
on bus lines is maximized without the need to redesign
system components and IP modules. Routing resource is also
reduced without compromising low power. The cost on our
new scheme is the additional silicon resource consumed by
distributed controls and switches, which is scaling down by
Moore’s law. Under technology trends, this physical synthesis
scheme is capable of bringing a large improvement on power
and performance based on current state-of-the-art on-chip
buses and bus matrices.
A. Related Work
There is a large body of work on system level communications and related power analysis and power saving techniques.
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For instance, [16]–[18] explored the design space of on-chip
buses on tree topologies and/or system floorplan. To evaluate
the system performance, usually a “communication constraint
graph” [16], [19] is extracted from a specific application, on
which each topology/floorplan configuration has an estimated
performance by analysis [16] or simulation [17], [18]. An
elaborate power analysis on AMBA on-chip bus is performed
in [15], where the detailed decomposition of power consumed
by system components is obtained by simulation on NEC’s
gate-level power estimator.
Power saving techniques have been explored and applied
extensively to break through the “power wall” of VLSI circuit
performance. Clock gating [5] is nowadays widely used to
reduce dynamic power, and power gating [20] is used to avoid
unnecessary static power. In bus communications, a large part
of the power is consumed on the wires of bus lines [15], which
is relatively scaling up with technology and applications [9],
[13]. Techniques of clock gating can be used on bus lines to
achieve a similar goal, which is to mask off signals wherever
they are not needed. Bus segmentation in [6] has such effect
to help reduce dynamic power, but the effect is largely
limited by tree structures topologies. Also in [18], a powerperformance tradeoff is analyzed on bus matrices, where a
bus matrix is composed of a set of tree structured buses. We
extend the structures from trees to graphs, using Steiner graph
connections for a thorough optimization of “bus gating” to
minimize the communication power.
Topologies have been mostly discussed in bus optimizations,
while the physical/geometrical information is not being emphasized. As the physical locations of on-chip components become more and more relevant to both power and performance
of SoCs, physical optimization has become a necessity for
efficient bus architectures. On the power side, communication
power depends on the wire capacitance involved in data
transactions. And on the performance side, delay is dominated
by signal propagation distance, bandwidth is limited by routing
congestion, and ultimately by power or thermal constraints.
Physical and geometrical properties of on-chip buses are
tightly correlated with topological structures so that they need
to be co-optimized in the synthesis flow.
B. Paper Overview
In this paper, we optimize on-chip bus communications on
the tradeoffs between minimal power, maximal bandwidth,
and minimal total wire length. We use the protocols of
AMBA AHB [29] and AXI [31], since they are most popular
in industrial designs. Based on AMBA protocols, we modify
the bus structure using a “bus gating” technique, and apply
optimizations which is biased toward minimal power, but also
favors bandwidth and routing resource. Heuristics are devised
to construct a minimal shortest-path Steiner graph, and to
reduce its scale with a minimal increment on path lengths.
The overall optimization flow can be viewed as three major
steps:
Step 1: generating the shortest-path Steiner graph H
(for minimal power);
Step 2: deciding edge weights on H
(for adequate bandwidth);

Fig. 1.

AMBA AHB bus.

Fig. 2.

AMBA AXI full bus matrix (sketch).

Step 3: applying incremental modifications on H
(for minimal wire length).
Experiments show large reduction of wire power consumption
over existing bus architectures.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces some background information on bus gating.
Section III formulates our bus optimization problems.
Section IV shows the heuristics for minimizing power and
Section V for minimizing wire length. Experiments are illustrated in Section VI. Finally, Section VII gives our conclusions
on bus matrix, with comparisons to network-on-chips and
analogies to city traffic planning.

II. Bus Architectures and Bus Gating
Background
Standard on-chip buses like AMBA were designed to enable
fast and convenient integration of system components into
the SoC, where simplicity is one of the major objectives.
When the bus power consumption comes to a significant level
that we cannot afford to ignore [15], power optimization will
be desirable. We introduce a “bus gating” technique [23] to
minimize the power on bus lines with a small compromise on
design simplicity.
A. AMBA On-Chip Bus and Bus Matrix Architectures
The AMBA AHB on-chip bus [29] and bus matrix [31]
are drawn in Figs. 1 and 2. The components connected by
these buses can be classified into masters and slaves. Masters
are typically microprocessors, each can start a transaction
with one slave device at a time, where the slave is selected
by giving an address to the decoder. Slave devices respond
to masters passively. When conflicting requests come from
multiple masters, arbiters will decide the order of services.
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The main difference between the bus and bus matrix is on
multiple access from masters. The basic bus allows one master
access at a time, while the bus matrix may allow multiple
accesses. In a full bus matrix like Fig. 2, the masters and slaves
are connected like a bi-clique, and each slave has an arbiter.
Full bus matrices have largest bandwidth capacity, typically
applied for maximum performance.
B. Power and Wire Efficiency of Gated Bus Using Steiner
Graphs
The power efficiency of a bus architecture like Fig. 1 is low
because the bus lines from masters to slaves are connecting
all the slave devices by a single large wire net. The same is
on slave-to-master connections. While the communication is
one-to-one, the signals are sent to all the receivers regardless
of whether they are needed, which results in wasted dynamic
power on bus wires and component interfaces. Moreover, this
low power efficiency is still being worsened by the technical
scaling of global wires [13] and the increasing number of
components integrated into SoCs.
Gated bus is a solution to save the wasted dynamic power.
The simplest way is to add a de-multiplexer after each multiplexer in Fig. 1, and add a de-multiplexer after each master
device in Fig. 2, so that the signals only propagate to where
they are needed. This method works in a similar way as clock
gating [5], [11], and can be even more effective because the
signal receivers here have much less complex behaviors than
in a clock tree.
For tree structured buses, distributing the multiplexer and
de-multiplexer into the wire net [Fig. 3(a)] helps to save
both power and wires. For wire length, while the single
multiplexer needs independent lines from every sender, the
lines can be shared with distributed multiplexers and form
a Steiner arborescence [7], [21], [22]. An arborescence is a
directed tree such that every root-to-leaf path is shortest. On
the receivers’ side with distributed de-multiplexers, the bus
lines change from a rectilinear Steiner minimum tree [12],
[14] to a minimum rectilinear Steiner arborescence (MRSA).
By the research in [2], this change increases the wire length
by only 2–4% on average. So the total bus wire length can
be reduced by the distributing the multiplexer/de-multiplexers,
while the dynamic power can also be reduced at the same
time. There is a small control overhead for sending the signals
over the arborescence, but compared to the bus width and data
throughput, this dynamic power overhead is negligible. Based
on the same tree topology, effective bus gating can be applied
by distributing the control over the entire tree (arborescence).
On bus matrices, however, simply adding de-multiplexers
may increase the total wire length, because when the number
of master-to-slave paths becomes large, each path will need
its own bus wires [as in Fig. 3(b)]. To reduce wire length in
the bus matrix, also to further reduce power on the basic bus,
we adopt the structures of Steiner graphs. A Steiner graph is
a generalization of Steiner trees, without the limitation of tree
structure that there is only one root placed at a certain point,
which cannot be on the shortest path of every connection.
By removing the constraint of tree topologies, we gain higher
freedom to choose shortest paths for reduced power on data

Fig. 3. Bus gating using distributed mux and de-mux. (a) On single bus. (b)
On bus matrix.

Fig. 4.

Shortest-path Steiner graph G and its bus implementation.

transactions, and to let the paths share wires for reduced
routing congestion.
As defined in [4], for an unweighted graph G = (V, E),
G = (V  , E , ω) is a Steiner graph of G if V ⊆ V  and for
any pair of vertices u, w ∈ V , the distance between them
in G is at least the distance between them in G. Fig. 4
shows a Steiner graph of G with V = {s1 , s2 , t1 , t2 } and E =
{(s1 , t1 ), (s1 , t2 ), (s2 , t1 ), (s2 , t2 )} with each edge weighted 1,
and its implementation as a bus or bus matrix. This graph is
minimal in terms of total wire length. Moreover, every edge in
E has a path in G with minimum length, i.e., the path length
equals the Manhattan distance between the two vertices. In this
way, each data transaction involves minimal wires, leading to
minimal dynamic power on bus lines.
Shortest-path Steiner graphs have advantage on power efficiency as shown above. Naturally, graph structures also
have advantage on communication bandwidth over trees. Our
objective of bus gating and bus matrix synthesis is to perform
a balanced optimization on power and bandwidth even when
available routing resource is limited.
C. Design Flow with Gated Bus Synthesis
The bus gating technique may bring some additional complexity in the design flow. Traditionally, physical level design
starts from gate level netlist, and goes through placement,
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routing, timing analysis, verification, and so on. With bus
gating, since the buses are usually included in the system with
wires and control units, floorplan and placement depend on
the bus connections, while the topology of the gated bus may
depend on floorplan and placement.
To resolve this loop of dependency, we need to change the
design flow by inserting the bus gating stage into placement
and routing. After the initial placement considering the bus
as a big wire net, the gated bus synthesis is performed, with
a minimal update on the netlists and placement of bus units.
Since the updates are limited to the bus or bus matrix part of
the system, the process can be controlled in small scale and
mostly automated. So provided with appropriate algorithms,
the impact of bus gating on design flows can be minimal.

III. Problem Formulations
We require the bus synthesis algorithm to generate a bus
matrix based on a given “communication constraint graph”
[16], [19] and a placement of master and slave devices. In
this way, on-chip bus matrices can be flexibly reconfigured
for different system designs and communication patterns. The
optimization is on power and wires under the bandwidth
requirement given by the graph. Here with AMBA protocols,
we can use definition 1 to model the communication graph of
bus matrices.
Definition 1: A communication graph GC = (Vs , Vt , A) is a
directed bipartite graph, where Vs is the set of source vertices,
Vt is the set of terminal vertices, and A is the set of arcs from
Vs to Vt .
We denote the set of master devices by Vs , the set of slave
devices by Vt . An arc (vi , vj ) in GC means master device i
needs to access slave device j. Also given are the fixed on-chip
locations of these devices.
Definition 2: A placement on a communication
graph GC

is a physical location function P : Vs Vt → R2 .
A. Power and Bandwidth Models
To make the objective clear and simple, the power consumption on the bus matrix is estimated by average length of
communication paths. Interconnect dominance on power [9],
[13] determines that the wires involved in a data transaction
consume most of the power, which is proportional to the
involved wire capacitance Cinv and the square of supply
voltage V 2 . Assume the voltage is constant, and we use the
same type of wires throughout the bus matrix, the power is
then proportional to the path lengths of data transactions.
The bandwidth capacity of a bus matrix is basically the
number of simultaneous master-slave connections it can hold.
Assume no time division multiple access or similar techniques
are used, i.e., one set of bus line supports at most one
connection at a time. Also, each master or slave device is
limited to one connection each time. In this way, we need
multiple sets of bus lines between two points u and v to
enable the same number of simultaneous connections on (u, v),
by which we define the edge weight ω((u, v)). Besides edge
weights, bandwidth capacity also depends on other factors,

Fig. 5.

Example case and the ideal bus matrix graph.

including the locations of all the devices, the communication
graph, and the bus matrix topology.
B. Maximum Bandwidth Bus Matrix Formulation
To meet the demand of the communication graph GC , we
define the bus matrix graph based on a Steiner graph of GC .
Every connection path should take the shortest rectilinear path
for minimal communication power, i.e., the path from a to b
has the length of Manhattan distance P(a) − P(b)1 . Path
definition is natural (same as in [19]).
Definition 3: For communication
graph GC = (Vs , Vt , A)

and placement function P : Vs Vt → R2 , a bus matrix graph
is a weighted graph  = (V, E, ω) with placement P  : V →
R2 such that:
a) Vs ⊆ V
Vt ⊆ V ; 
b) ∀ v ∈ Vs Vt , P  (v) = P(v);
c) For any A ⊆ A such that
∀ (ui , wi ) = (uj , wj ) ∈ A , ui = uj ∧ wi = wj ,
there is a set of paths ρ : A →
 such that:
i) ∀ (u, v) ∈ A , ρ((u, v)) ⊆ V E;
ii)
∀ (u, v) ∈ A ,
(i,j)∈ρ((u,v)) P(i) − P(j)1 = P(u) − P(v)1 ;
iii) ∀ e ∈ E, |{r ∈  : e ∈ r}| ≤ ω(e).
The objective is to find
the bus matrix graph with minimal
total wire length L() = (u,v)∈E ω((u, v))P(u) − P(v)1 .
The bus matrix graph is defined above to have the capability
of efficient communications. Constraints i) and ii) ensure that
the graph covers all the devices. Constraint iii) dictates that for
any set of disjoint arcs in A, there is a set of connection paths
, where each path is shortest (by iii-b) and the weighted
edges in  can hold all the paths in  (by iii-c). The total
weighted edge length, i.e., total wire length is to be minimized.
So the bus matrix we are looking for should support all
possible communication patterns, consume minimal power,
and use minimal routing resources.
Fig. 5 shows an example of a bus matrix graph connecting four masters s0 , s1 , s2 , s3 and three slaves t1 , t2 , t3 . Five
communication arcs are present: s1 may access t2 and t3 ,
and t1 may be accessed by s0 , s2 , and s3 . The single weight
edges in Fig. 5 (by solid segments) are adequate for this
requirement. Notice that (s0 , t1 ) is the only arc having more
than one shortest paths. And when its connection is on, s2 and
s3 cannot access t1 at the same time, i.e., bus lines “s2 ↔ t1 ”
and “s3 ↔ t1 ” are both open. Depending on s1 ’s connection,
since s1 can take at most one of “s1 ↔ s2 ” and “s1 ↔ s3 ,” the
connection from s0 can always choose the one other than s1 ’s
and find an open path to t1 .
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This formulation defines an ideal high bandwidth low power
on-chip communication solution, but with limited practicality. Because first, minimization on the wire length of  is
computationally expensive due to the exponentially increasing
combinations of arc subset A . And even if we pre-compute
the optimal solution, it is still impractical to store the path
sets for all the subsets, or to compute the path set  in real
time. Another problem is that, if the communication pattern
changes dynamically, when some connections are still on but
need to change paths, it may induce extra delay or timing
issues. To make a practical bus matrix achievable with fast
response, small silicon footprint and good power efficiency,
we slightly weaken the formulation as follows.
C. Practical Bus Matrix Synthesis Formulation
Given a communication graph GC and its placement, we
define another bus matrix graph with fixed paths for the arcs
in GC , i.e., each pair of master-slave connection always takes
the same path regardless of other connections.
Definition 4: For communication
graph GC = (Vs , Vt , A)

and placement function P : Vs Vt → R2 , a bus matrix graph
is a weighted graph H = (V, E, ω) with placement P  : V →
R2 and a set of fixed path ρ : A →  such that:
a) Vs ⊆ V
Vt ⊆ V ; 
b) ∀ v ∈ Vs Vt , P  (v) = P(v);

c) ∀ (u,
 v) ∈ A, ρ((u, v)) ⊆ V E and
(i,j)∈ρ((u,v)) P(i) − P(j)1 = P(u) − P(v)1 ;
d) For any A ⊆ A such that
∀ (ui , wi ) = (uj , wj ) ∈ A , ui = uj ∧ wi = wj ,
we have ∀ e ∈ E, |{a ∈ A : e ∈ ρ(a)}| ≤ ω(e).
In this formulation, the constraints are similar to those in
definition 3, except that the connection paths no longer depend
on the communication pattern. The same case in Fig. 5 has
a different solution here because of the reduced flexibility on
paths. Since the path from s0 to t1 is fixed, it conflicts with
either path (s1 , t2 ) or path (s1 , t3 ). For the objective of minimal
wire length, we should assign weight 2 on edge (s1 , t3 ), and
arc (s0 , t1 ) always takes path “s0 ↔ s1 ↔ s3 ↔ t1 .”
We can see that the total wire length of the optimal solution
L(Hm ) may be larger than that of the ideal formulation by
definition 3. However, the fixed paths can be easily stored in
bus control units, so that the entire communication protocol
can be implemented with very small consumption on area and
power. Therefore, the formulation based on definition 4 is
more preferable for practical use. Algorithms based on this
formulation are elaborated in the following two sections.

IV. Bus Matrix Graph Construction
The flow we use is to first construct a shortest-path Steiner
graph based on the given placement of Vs ∪ Vt and communication graph GC , and then decide the weight ω(e) on each
edge. The single-source case is the MRSA problem, which is
well studied in previous work such as [7] and [21]. Although it
is proved to be NP-complete in [22], heuristic algorithms can
provide close-to-optimal solutions of Steiner arborescences.
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TABLE I
RSA/G Algorithm
Given a source s and n terminals t1 , · · · , tn ,
v1 , · · · , vN are the Hanan grid nodes of {s, t1 , · · · , tn }
sorted by decreasing distance to s
Q ← φ;
for i = 1 to N do
if there is tj 
at vi , then
(TMO)
Q←
Q {vi };
X ← Q {vj : P(s) − P(vj )1 =
P(s) − P(vi )1 + P(vi ) − P(vj )1 };
if (|X| ≥ 2) then
(SMO)
merge thenodesin X rooted at vi
Q ← (Q X) {vi };
return the arborescence rooted at s;

Our shortest-path Steiner graph is constructed by multiple
iterations of a revised MRSA construction.
A. k-IDeA/G Heuristic for MRSA
The RSA/G heuristic for the MRSA problem was first
introduced in [21], and is proved to be 2-approximate. Given
a single source and n terminals, the basic flow is to start
with n subtrees and iteratively merge a pair of subtree roots
v and v such that the merging point is as far from the
source as possible, so that the wires can be shared as much
as possible. It terminates when only one subtree remains.
For efficient implementation, the RSA/G first sorts all the
nodes on the Hanan grid [26] with decreasing distance to the
source, and visits each node while maintaining a peer set P of
subtree roots. Details are shown in the pseudo code in Table I,
where two operations are used at: terminal merger opportunity
(TMO), when a terminal is added into P as a subtree; and
Steiner merger opportunity (SMO), when |X| ≥ 2 and the
subtrees in X are merged.
The k-IDeA/G (iterated k-deletion for arborescence) algorithm is developed in [7] based on the RSA/G. In each
iteration, it removes up to k nodes from v1 , · · · , vN when
running the RSA/G algorithm. By removing the nodes, some
SMO merges are skipped, which in some cases can result in
a better overall solution. All the combinations of the k or
fewer skipped nodes are tried in an iteration, and the best
set of skipped nodes are marked as permanently deleted. The
iterations are repeated until no further improvement occurs.
B. Shortest-Path Steiner Graph by Multiple MRSAs
For a shortest-path Steiner graph with multiple sources
s1 , · · · , sm , the idea behind single source MRSA is still valid.
In fact, our algorithm constructs the Steiner graph H just
by iteratively constructing the MRSA rooted at every source.
While a single arborescence can be optimized by the k-IDeA
heuristic, the m arborescences are individually optimized with
the same idea, plus that these arborescences also need to share
as much wire as possible to optimize the final Steiner graph.
For this purpose, we add additional heuristics based on the
RSA/G to construct multiple MRSAs one by one.
First, starting from the second MRSA construction, we can
reduce terminals by using existing wires. For each MRSA
with source si , the terminals that need connection from the
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TABLE II
Revised RSA/G’ Algorithm

Fig. 6.

Nodes requiring connections (in dotted circles).

Fig. 7.

Connecting a node into the Steiner graph.

source can be moved along existing edges of H toward si .
As the example shown in Fig. 6, with the wires of previous
aborescences, we only need to connect eight nodes instead
of the original 16 terminals to form the MRSA rooted at s2 ,
because all the other terminals can be reached from one of
these eight nodes by a shortest path from s2 . This set of nodes
(denoted as T  ) can be obtained by checking each terminal tj ,
move from tj toward si as much as possible along existing
paths until reaching a vertex (can be a terminal or a Steiner
node) in H where no vertex closer to si can be reached, and
add this vertex to T  . When there are multiple paths in the
graph, we pick the final vertex closest to si , so the rest part
of the path is short and likely to need less wires. Details are
in the routine “Necessitate(v)” in Table II.
Second, we construct the MRSA based on the set of
nodes T  using as much existing wires as possible. Compared
to the RSA/G heuristic, the TMO condition is changed to
vi ∈ T  . The SMO condition is changed, also for the purpose
of wire reusing, from |X| ≥ 2 to |X| ≥ 2 or (|X| = 1 and
vi ∈ H). Because when vi is already in the graph, it was added
into previous MRSAs and can share wires with the node in
X like the case in RSA/G when |X| ≥ 2. As the example in
Fig. 7 shows, when X contains only one node {t2 }, it should
be connected into H when vi comes to t3 , and half of the
connection length can be saved using the existing horizontal
wire. The detailed algorithm is described in Table II, where
the routine “connect(u, v)” uses existing wires if applicable on
shortest connections.
The k-IDeA iterations remain unchanged here. And after
the shortest-path Steiner graph is constructed by applying kIDeA on the m sources, there are possibly some redundant
edges that can be removed. So the final step is to check each
edge (vi , vj ) ∈ H, if H still contains all the source-to-terminal
shortest paths without (vi , vj ), then remove it from H.
C. Edge Weights
With the graph topology constructed, we can decide the
weight on each edge, i.e., number of parallel bus lines along

Given existing Steiner graph G, source sk , terminals t1 , · · · , tn ,
and Hanan grid nodes v1 , · · · , vN are same as in RSA/G;
Routine Necessitate(vertex v);
U ← {u ∈ G and exists a wire path from v to u of
length
 P(sk ) − P(v)1 − P(sk ) − P(u)1 };
T ← T
{um ∈ U with minimum P(sk ) − P(u)1 };
T  ← φ;
for i = 1 to n do Necessitate(ti );
Q ← φ;
for i = 1 to N do

 then Q ← Q
if vi ∈ T
{vi };
(TMO)
X ← Q {vj : P(sk ) − P(vj )1 =
P(sk ) − P(vi )1 + P(vi ) − P(vj )1 };
if (|X| ≥ 1 and vi ∈ G) then
(SMO)
for each 
(u ∈ X) connect(vi , u);
Q ← Q X;
Necessitate(vi );
else if (|X| ≥ 2) then
(SMO)
merge thenodesin X rooted at vi
Q ← (Q X) {vi };
return;
(the MRSA rooted at sk is added to G)

Fig. 8.

Bus matrix graph and all its master-slave connections.

each edge. By the formulation in definition 4, we pick a
fixed shortest path in the Steiner graph for each connection.
When multiple shortest paths exist between a pair of source
and terminal, a random path is chosen, so that the set of
paths are less likely to congest on certain edge(s). The weight
ω(e) on each edge e is then determined by the possible
communication subset A in definition 4. The maximum size
of the set {a ∈ A : e ∈ ρ(a)} for all A , which is used as
edge weight ω(e), can be computed as a maximum bipartite
matching [25] on the subgraph G (e) of the communication
graph GC = (Vs , Vt , A). G (e) contains all the arcs whose
corresponding paths go through edge e. The reason is that the
number of connections is naturally limited by the bandwidth
on each device, i.e., each master or slave has only one interface
to the bus matrix, so it can have at most one connection at
a time. With fixed path for each master-slave connection, this
maximum matching on G (e) is the upper limit on the number
of paths going through edge e simultaneously.
In the example of Fig. 8, the communication graph is a
bi-clique between Vs = {s1 , s2 , s3 } and Vt = {t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 , t5 },
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Fig. 9.

Bipartite graphs of four edges in the bus matrix of Fig. 8.

i.e., all the |Vs | × |Vt | = 15 arcs are present. The resulting
bus matrix graph contains five Steiner nodes and 13 edges.
Every arc from a master si to a slave tj has a connection of
minimal length, and the 15 shortest paths shown in Fig. 8 are
fixed. To assign a weight on each edge, we take e = (s2 , v1 ) as
example. Six of the 15 paths go through e, so G (e) consists
of the six corresponding arcs (s1 , t3 ), (s2 , t1 ), (s2 , t2 ), (s2 , t4 ),
(s2 , t5 ), and (s3 , t3 ). The maximum matching has two edges,
because t3 can only connect to one of s1 and s3 . Therefore,
ω(e) = 2 is adequate to support all communication patterns.
Fig. 9 shows the bipartite graphs of four edges on the central
horizontal line.
Despite the number of connections, most of the edges
are weighted 1. Yet this bus matrix graph is adequate for
maximum bandwidth capacity, i.e., wires will not be the
bottleneck of multiple simultaneous connections. The total
weighted wire length in this bus matrix is 108. Compared to
the total path length 266 if implemented as a full bus matrix
in Fig. 2, the Steiner graph approach saves more than half of
the routing resources.
V. Tradeoffs on Power, Wire, and Bandwidth
The bus matrix graph H constructed by the algorithm
above is optimal for minimal power on bus wires, without
considering chip area and routing resources. The area overhead
can be small because of the simple control mechanism, but
routing resource may become a bottleneck depending on other
factors in the design. Therefore, we need to explore some
tradeoffs among the objectives in order to have more flexible
choices. The objective is to achieve a balanced “shallow-light”
optimization like in [8], with both short connection lengths
(shallow) and small total wire length (light).
A. Steiner Graph Reduction
Since high bandwidth bus matrices will need significantly
more wires to support parallel communications across the
chip, routing resource may become another limitation as more
components are integrated into SoCs and interactions increase.
Especially when the components are placed in irregular placement instead of cell arrays, the shortest-path Steiner graph
generated by the algorithm in Table II may contain a lot of
loops, which bring additional wire length. We look for changes
in the graph structure which can significantly reduce the wires,
while preserving the short paths at the same time.
As in Fig. 10(a), there are some long and narrow rectangles
formed by the graph edges, and the long double edges are
necessary if we want all the connections to be shortest. But
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Fig. 10. Merging parallel segments in a bus matrix graph. (a) Original.
(b) Reduced. (c) Further reduced.

Fig. 11.

Searching for mergeable parallel segments (in vertical direction).

when the double edges are geometrically very close to each
other, combining them into one edge only slightly increases the
length of some connections, while possibly saving much more
wire length. Fig. 10(b) and (c) shows the effect of merging
parallel segments in narrow rectangles. The total edge length
is greatly reduced, while the increment on average path length
is relatively small. Although fewer edges will generally result
in larger edge weight, the total weighted edge length (wire
length) can still be reduced by this merging operation due to
improved wire sharing among paths.
Thus, if we relax the requirement on the path length in
definition 4, from the exact Manhattan distance P(u)−P(v)1
to within (1 + )P(u) − P(v)1 , we can merge the double
parallel edges to save wires. Assume we have a vertical narrow
rectangle with dimensions h×w, and we merge the two vertical
edges to a single edge placed in middle. The total edge length
may be reduced by h, while the lengths of some connection
paths increase by w2 + w2 = w. So if the h/w ratio is high, this
operation can be very helpful on relieving routing congestion,
while preserving the low power consumption of a bus matrix.
In the wire length reduction algorithm, we repeatedly search
for pairs of parallel double lines in the bus matrix graph,
and for each pair, calculate its potential reduction l on edge
length and possible increment p on path lengths. The pair
with highest l/p ration is merged, and the modified graph
will have a new set of connection paths and edge weights.
If the added total wire length is really reduced, we keep the
merging operation and continue to the next iteration, otherwise
discard the operation. Eventually, there will be no positive
wire length reduction in the graph, and we have a series of
bus matrix graphs with decreasing wire length and increasing
path lengths, where a comprise can be chosen.
The process of searching for vertical mergeable parallel segments is illustrated in Fig. 11. (Horizontal lines are processed
in the same way with x-y coordinates switched.) First, the
vertical line segments in the Steiner graphs are sorted by their
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x coordinates, denoted as u1 , u2 , · · · , uk . Then for each pair of
segments ui , uj (i < j) with a common y interval [y1 , y2 ], if
between i and j there is no other vertical segment on [y1 , y2 ],
ui and uj are a pair of mergeable segments.
On the parallel segments ui and uj , let cl denote the count
of horizontal lines connected to the left, cr denote the count
of lines connected to the right, and cm the count of lines
connecting ui and uj in the middle. Assume cl < cr , so the
combined vertical segment may not be at the middle but have
an offset δ to the right of the midpoint.
The reduction on total edge length l is by combining the
vertical segments of length h and changing the lengths of
related horizontal connections. The two vertical segments are
reduced to one, which reduces edge length by h. The central
cm edges of length w are totally removed. However, the lengths
of cl connections on the left are increased by w2 + δ, and the
lengths of cr connections on the right are increased by w2 − δ.
To sum up, l = h+cm w−cl ( w2 +δ)−cr ( w2 −δ). On the possible
increment on path lengths, since the left vertical segment is
pushed rightward by w2 + δ, a path may need to detour and add
p = w + 2δ of distance. So the ratio is
l h + cm w − cl ( w2 + δ) − cr ( w2 − δ)
=
p
w + 2δ
=

cr − cl h − (cr − cm )w
+
.
2
w + 2δ

The best offset value δ can be decided by the right part
the ratio. If the upper part h − (cr −
cr − cm , then let δ = 0 so that the
merged vertical segment is placed at middle. Otherwise wh <
cr − cm , let δ = w/2 which is the maximum offset value, and
the merged segment is at the right segment uj ’s position (note
we assume cl < cr , otherwise δ is negative).
In Fig. 10, the graphs are the stages of the merging
iterations applied on a Steiner graph. First, the long and narrow
rectangles are removed, followed by wider rectangles. If we
do not require high bandwidth capability, i.e., edge weights all
set to 1, the final graph has about half total edge length of the
original shortest-path Steiner graph. On weighted bus matrix
graphs, the reduction on total wire length is usually smaller,
since the number of connections is still |A|, and the edge
weights are increased by the merging operations. Nevertheless,
we still can achieve a significant reduction on total wire length
in average cases (test cases in Section VII).
Notice that the segment merging operation also helps to
merge Steiner nodes which are generated very close to each
other. In practice, locally congested Steiner nodes can be hard
to implement, because each node needs the area for a switch
box and its control unit. Our operation does not guarantee
to resolve all closely placed nodes, since it prioritizes longer
segments, and may leave small square-shaped subgraphs unchanged. Nevertheless, this situation can be easily resolved by
a post-processing algorithm, which scans each Steiner node
(denoted as vi ), look at vi ’s close neighbors within a small
d ×d box and compute the density of Steiner nodes in the area.
For a box with too many nodes, we can shrink all the nodes
in that box into one, and implement it by a single switch. The
h−(cr −cm )w
to maximize
w+2δ
cm )w ≥ 0, i.e., wh ≥

TABLE III
Bus Matrix Physical Synthesis
Given a communication graph
G = (U, W, A),
and a location function P : U W → R2
Routine Set Edge Weights(Steiner graph H)
For each arc a = (u, v) ∈ A,
find a shortest path ρ(a) in H from u to v;
For each edge e ∈ E in H,
A ← {a ∈ A : e ∈ ρ(a)};
ω(e) ← Max matching(A );
1. Generate shortest-path Steiner graph H0 = (V, E); (by Table II)
2. Set Edge Weights(H0 );
3. k ← 0;
4. Repeat
4.1 Find all pairs of parallel segments in Hk ,
and sort them in stack D[] by decreasing l/p;
4.2 While (D[] is not empty)
(ui , uj ) ← Pop out the segment pair in D[];
Htemp ← Hk with segment ui and uj merged;
Set Edge Weights(Htemp );
If (Htemp < Hk on total wire length)
k ← k + 1;
Hk ← Htemp ;
Break the “while” loop;
Else discard Htemp ;
Until (no wire length reduction found in Hk )
5. Evaluate the bus matrix graphs H0 , H1 , · · · by design objectives

changes on the bus matrix graph by this operation are limited
in the small box areas. The path lengths are not increased
if we use the type of crossbar switch in Fig. 13, because it
allows shortest path connections between every pair of ports.
The reason we do not implement the whole bus matrix as a
crossbar is that it brings excessive wire length, which is not a
problem in a local d × d box area.
B. Overall Optimization Flow
Combining the heuristic algorithms of graph generation
and edge merging, the overall optimization flow is shown in
Table III. Step 1 is the construction algorithm of shortest-path
Steiner graph in Table II. Step 2 is by the bipartite maximum
matching in Section IV-C. Step 4 is the iterative graph reduction process by parallel segment merging operations.
The running time of this flow is dominated by step 4, where
the maximum matching algorithm needs O(n2 m) time with
n = |Vs + Vt | and m = |A|. Each edge weight is decided by a
maximum matching, and the total number of edges is bounded
by the edge count in a Hanan grid [26] which is O(n2 ).
Therefore, the time complexity of one iteration is bounded
by O(n4 m). According to the number of devices in a systemon-chip, the scale of running time will be acceptable for SoC
designs within near future. As for the space requirement, O(n2 )
of space is adequate for all the algorithms in our flow.
The merging operation in step 4 reduces edge length, but
does not necessarily reduce the total wire length. In later stages
of the iterations, when edges are becoming sparse, merging
two edges (e1 , e2 ) into one (e ) may result in ω(e ) = ω(e1 ) +
ω(e2 ). Because with fewer edges left in the graph, the paths
have less choices for shortest length, and tend to be congested
on critical edges. In such cases, combining e1 and e2 does
not improve wire sharing, and even increases total wire length
because of the increased path lengths.
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Control on switches in a bus matrix.

The iterations of step 4 will terminate when the edges are
sparse enough so that total wire length can no longer be
reduced. Till that point, our flow has produced a series of bus
matrix graphs optimized from device locations and communication requirements (GC ). Among the series of solutions with
decreasing wire length and increasing power, designers can
choose a best compromise between power and wires, typically
the lowest power allowed by available routing resources.

Fig. 13.

Implementation of a crossbar switch.

for switch control is relatively low. More details are illustrated
in the tables of Section VII.
B. Power Overhead

VI. Bus Matrix Control Units and Wires
Apart from path lengths and data wire lengths, the control
overhead needs to be considered for a complete optimization.
Although the data lines consume the major amount of routing
resource because they are usually at least 64 bit (32 bit ×
2-way) wide, control overhead is increased compared to traditional bus architectures by adopting Steiner graphs. We need
a lot of switches at Steiner nodes to guide the on-chip traffic,
and each switch needs a certain number of control signals
depending on its node degree and edge weights.
The sketch of bus matrix control scheme is shown in Fig. 12.
Each slave device has an arbiter which handles the requests
from masters and decides the connection. The result is sent to
the central switch control unit, where all the connection paths
are stored. Depending on the set of active paths, the central
switch control sends control signals to all the switches on
each path, which together instantly create the master-to-slave
connection requested by the master device.
A. Control Wire Overhead
A bus switch is basically a crossbar plus an auxiliary
local control which remembers each path going through.
The local control handles two types of requests from the
central switch control, create connection(port1, port2) and
dispose connection(port1, port2). Typically, a Steiner node
in the bus matrix graph has degree 3, and the combinations
of (port1, port2) are (32 ) = 3, which can be distinguished by
two control signals. Plus another signal for the create/dispose
request, a 3-way switch needs three wires connected to the
central switch control.
At each slave device, there is an arbiter deciding which
master has the access, so we have log2 m + 1 control
signals from each arbiter to the central switch control. With a
given placement of system components and control units, our
algorithm generates the bus matrix graph with all the switches,
and the total length of control wires can then be calculated.
Compared to a typical bus width of 64 bits, the wire overhead

First, we assume the power overhead on the control wires
can be ignored because of the lower activity rates of control
signals. Typically during a data transaction, the control signals
do not toggle, and the data is transmitted through the bus with
a large amount of toggling on data wires. Plus that the number
of control wires is much smaller, the power percentage on
control signals has very little impact on the total bus power. We
only estimate the power overhead coming from the switches
on Steiner nodes.
As constructed in Sections IV and V, the master-to-slave
connections are all along the shortest or near-shortest paths in
the Steiner graph. For this purpose, we need to put switches
on Steiner nodes to guide all the connections. Compared to
traditional bus architectures where the connections are by
long lines inserted with buffers, our Steiner graph structure
shortens the path length, but also adds crossbar switches which
consume more power than basic buffers.
We use a crossbar design illustrated in Fig. 13. In this example, we have a 4-way switch at a junction of Nn + Nw + Ns + Ne
bus lines. It works like a miniaturized bus matrix, enabling
2-way connections between any pair of ports (except two ports
at the same side which never need connection). Fig. 13 shows
the wires connected to the multiplexer and demultiplexer of
port 1 on the west side, where each “M” (mux) or “D”
(demux) can select among Nn + Ns + Ne connections. Each
“M” or “D” can be realized by a binary tree consisting of
log2 (Nn + Ns + Ne ) levels, where each tree node is a basic
2-to-1 mux or demux.
In a crossbar like this, a path from porti to portj is going
through log2 (N − Ni ) + log2 (N − Nj ) muxes and demuxes,
where N is the total edge weight at the Steiner node and
Ni , Nj are the corresponding edge weights. By using small
2-to-1 muxes/demuxes in binary tree structures, the switch
power overhead is on a logarithmic scale of edge weights,
lower than that on big n-to-1 muxes/demuxes with sizes on
linear scale of edge weights. So we choose this type of
crossbar switch for its advantage of low power overhead. Due
to the advancing feature size, the overhead can be further
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TABLE IV
Power and Wire Length Results Under Maximum Bandwidth
Case(m, n)
T0 (3, 16)
T1 (3, 16)
T2 (2, 30)
T3 (3, 16)
T4 (5, 15)
T5 (6, 16)
T6 (8, 8)
T7 (12, 6)
T8 (16, 10)
T9 (8, 16)
T10 (8, 16)
T11 (6, 12)
T12 (12, 12)



Lvs ,vt

305 000
331 780
401 220
331 790
516 600
666 260
440 780
472 820
1 092 780
791 100
958 280
481 300
962 760

Ltree
84 180
145 500
123 050
82 300
96 740
112 100
89 520
121 070
143 770
116 520
128 990
89 700
132 420

Lpath
6354
6912
6687
6912
6888
6940
6887
6567
6830
6180
7487
6685
6686

Minimal Power

P switch
Lwire
5.83%
93 000
8.52%
105 000
7.31%
101 170
8.52%
71 680
11.83%
141 360
12.34%
230 380
10.97%
146 060
10.40%
157 020
18.92%
324 290
16.52%
272 740
15.66%
276 630
11.51%
142 650
15.85%
274 970

reduced to an insignificant level. Also, more details are shown
in the following section.

VII. Experimental Results
In our experiments, we implement all the related algorithms,
including the shortest-path Steiner graph generation, Steiner
graph reduction by parallel line merging, and the edge weight
maximum matching. The programs are tested on Windows
Vista platform with a 2.2 GHz Intel Core2 processor. The
running time is short on all the test cases, because the
algorithms are time/space efficient, and also because most SoC
bus matrices will not need to connect too many components
(under 32 in our cases).
The test cases we use are mostly artificial, hand made (T0
and T1 ), or randomly generated (T2∼12 ). They are the same
cases used in [23] and [24]. In each test case, the master
and slave devices are distributed over a 10 mm × 10 mm
square.
The power consumption is estimated by the driven capacitance of data transactions, and can be calculated as a linear
combination of path length and switches along the path. Path
lengths are minimized by the bus matrix graph construction,
since wires are the major power consumer. For the purpose
of data completeness, we add the power overhead from the
switches on Steiner nodes. According to [27] and [28], we
estimate that under 90 nm technology, each mux or demux
in crossbar switches has about the same capacitance as 25
µm of wires. So by using the switch design of Fig. 13,
the dynamic power overhead of going through a switch
(porti –portj ) has the power overhead equivalent to adding
25(log2 (N − Ni ) + log2 (N − Nj )) µm of wires.
The total wire length on data wires and control overhead
are added straightforwardly. Data wire length is the sum of
weighted edge length in the bus matrix graph. The control
overhead is estimated from Fig. 12, where the central switch
control is placed at the center of the chip, and the control
wires consist of those from slave devices to central switch
control, and those from central switch control to all switches.
We assume the data lines are 64 bit wide, and therefore the
percentage on control wires are divided by 64.



Wctrl
9.75%
9.23%
15.68%
13.04%
10.51%
9.57%
7.59%
7.25%
6.65%
8.53%
8.48%
8.78%
7.10%

Lpath
7850
6912
7519
8093
7232
7234
7933
7100
7838
6646
8678
6728
7299

Minimal Wire

P switch
Lwire
6.95%
62 000
8.52%
105 000
11.70%
85 850
9.98%
69 850
16.65%
101 080
16.02%
174 600
12.15%
113 240
14.95%
116 770
24.41%
207 740
21.78%
187 180
27.90%
163 740
11.57%
129 420
22.55%
186 800



Wctrl
10.39%
9.23%
19.35%
12.94%
13.83%
11.22%
9.84%
10.57%
9.75%
11.00%
12.27%
10.12%
11.83%

A. Maximum Bandwidth Bus Matrix
We list the bus matrix synthesis results on all the test
cases in Table IV. The unit of all length values is µm.
Case Ti (m, n) contains m master devices and n slave devices.
The communication graph GC in these cases is a bipartite
connection between the two sides with maximum bandwidth
requirement, i.e., a master device can always access any idle
slave device without being limited by the number of data lines
in the bus matrix.
The objective can be minimum power (i.e., average path
length), minimum wire length, or a combination of the two.
Table IV shows the results of two single-objective optimizations. At the top of each column:

1)
Lvs ,vt is the sum of Manhattan distances on all the
master-slave pairs;
2) Ltree is the average induced path length (major dynamic
power) of master-slave connections in tree structured
AMBA AHB buses or bus matrices;
3) Lpath is the average path length (major dynamic power)
of master-slave connections in the bus matrix graph;
4) P switch is the added percentage of power overhead in
data
 transactions by the switches on Steiner nodes;
5)  Lwire is the total data wire length;
6)
Wctrl is the added percentage of control wire overhead.
In theminimal power section, the average path length is
exactly Lvs ,vt /(mn), while the total wire length is about one
fourth to one third of the total connection length. Compared
to traditional bus implementation in [23], the dynamic power
saving is mostly over 90% even with the switching overhead
added. Overhead on dynamic power increases with the number
of components increasing, which requires more bandwidth
and larger switches. The percentage is generally under 20%
on random cases with under 30 components. So the overall
dynamic power here is close to optimal. On the overhead of
control wires, the percentage is mostly under 10%, because
the number of control signals required is usually very low
compared to the 64 bit wide data lines.
In the minimal wire section, the bus matrix graphs are
reduced by the parallel line merging heuristic. As a result,
the wire length on most cases is greatly reduced, except for
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Case T8 ’s data wires under minimal power and minimal wire.
Fig. 15.
T12 .

TABLE V

Average path length versus total (data) wire length in case T8 and

Estimation of Bus Matrix Power Consumption (in Watt)
Case

P tree

T0
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10
T11
T12

13.5
23.3
19.7
13.2
15.5
17.9
14.3
19.4
23.0
18.6
20.6
14.4
21.2

Minimal Power
P path
P switch
1.02
0.06
1.11
0.09
1.07
0.08
1.11
0.09
1.10
0.13
1.11
0.14
1.10
0.12
1.05
0.11
1.09
0.21
0.99
0.16
1.20
0.19
1.07
0.12
1.07
0.17

Minimal Wire
P path
P switch
1.26
0.09
1.11
0.09
1.20
0.14
1.29
0.13
1.16
0.19
1.16
0.19
1.27
0.15
1.14
0.17
1.25
0.31
1.06
0.23
1.39
0.39
1.08
0.12
1.17
0.26

the highly regular case T1 , which is already wire-efficient
under minimal power. The data wire length reduction is around
30%, depending on the location distribution of components.
And despite the slightly increased percentage, the control wire
length is actually reduced, because there are less switches
in the reduced bus matrix graph. Fig. 14 shows the data
wires in case T8 under minimal power and minimal wire
optimizations. The thickness of each segment indicates the
number of repeated bus lines [edge weight ω(e)].
Compared to the reduced wire length, the increase on
average path length is much lower, mostly around 10% and all
under 20%. The power overhead percentage is also increased,
because although the Steiner nodes are reduced, the switches
along each path are not reduced as much in number, but
increased in size. Still, these solutions are relatively power
efficient, and we have series of intermediate solutions between
minimal power and minimal wire are available for choice.
To see how the path lengths reflect communication power
in SoCs, we calculate the bus power consumption with a fixed
set of parameters. Assuming 1 V of power voltage, 0.2 fF/µm
of wire capacitance, 4 Gb/s of transaction bit rate, and 20%
of bus matrix activity rate, Table V lists the estimated power
on bus matrix in each of our test cases. Again we can see a
large reduction on total bus power (P path + P switch ) compared
to P tree by traditional Steiner tree structures.
B. Tradeoffs Among Power, Wire, and Bandwidth
The parallel segment merging heuristic (in algorithm in
Table III) can provide a series of bus matrix graphs with
decreasing wire length and increasing path length. Fig. 15

provides detailed curves in case T8 and T12 . Generally, the
paths’ length increase as wires being reduced except at a few
points. According to power and wire budgets, designers can
choose a point on the curve for the best compromise.
If allowed by the system performance requirement, bandwidth capability can be added into the tradeoff. With a bipartite
communication graph, the bus matrix should have the capacity
of handling min(m, n) data transactions simultaneously. By
reducing this capacity, wires can be saved, i.e., the tradeoff
curve is pushed toward lower-left. For bandwidth capacity k,
an edge e will need min(ω(e), k) copies of bus lines. Applying
to our test cases, the wire length starts to drop when k goes
below 5. But when k > 5, the wire reduction is very low. The
reason is that the connection paths are randomly distributed
over the graph, so very few edges have ω(e) close to the
maximum bandwidth capacity min(m, n).
Moreover, provided with detailed system communication
patterns, bandwidth capacity can possibly be lowered without
compromising system performance. Because in real system
designs with different cores and peripheral devices, data transactions between certain master-slave pairs may only happen
at some specific conditions. So instead of a set of arcs A
in the communication graph, we can have a series of arc
sets A1 , A2 , · · · , Ac , each one smaller than the original set A,
denoting a set of simultaneous connections. Using these sets
replacing A in the algorithm of Table III, the edge weight can
possibly be further reduced. In this way, more detailed systemlevel behavior information can provide extra capabilities on
optimization.

VIII. Conclusion
We optimized on-chip communications referring to the
AMBA AHB bus (matrix) architecture. The weaknesses of
original bus matrices, such as low power efficiency and low
wire efficiency, are resolved by using a Steiner graph structure.
Compared to network-on-chip which has better bandwidth
flexibility, bus matrix has much less latency because of its
centralized control, consumes less power because of the shortest (or close to shortest) paths with minimal control/packet
overhead. Therefore, we believe bus matrix architectures will
be widely applied for efficient communications in various
future systems.
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The principle of our work on reducing power is to minimize
the data movement on the chip; and that on reducing wires is
to maximize wire sharing among different connections. The
methods and results have large similarities with city traffic
planning and road construction. Like our fixed paths, most
people in a city have a fixed route between work and home,
and roads are constructed with various number of lanes (width)
depending on local traffic density. The two graphs in Fig. 14
look like roads on a map, which may not be a coincidence but
a result of similar principles and approaches.
We devised algorithms which can extensively exploit the
on-chip physical design space for a thorough optimization
on power and wire efficiency. The results show promising
potentials of bus matrices for low power and high performance
on-chip communications. More improvements can be explored
in future works on formulations, algorithms, and the overall
optimization flow.
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